This chapter presents an ontology for customer complaint management, which has been developed in the CCFORM project. CCFORM is an EU funded project (IST-2001-38248) with an aim of studying the foundation of a central European customer complaint portal. The idea is that any consumer can register a complaint against any party about any problem, at one portal. This portal should: support 11 languages, be sensitive to cross-border business regulations, dynamic, and can be extended by companies. To manage this dynamicity and to control companies' extensions, a customer complaint ontology (CContology) has to be built to underpin the CC portal. In other words, the complaint forms are generated based on the ontology. The CContology comprises classifications of complaint problems, complaint resolutions, complainant, complaint-recipient, ''best-practices'', rules of complaint, etc. The main uses of this ontology are 1) to enable consistent implementation (and interoperation) of all software complaint management mechanisms based on a shared background vocabulary, which can be used by many stakeholders. 2) to play the role of a domain ontology that encompasses the core complaining elements and that can be extended by either individual or groups of firms; and 3) to generate CC-forms based on its ontological commitments and to enforce the validity (and/or integrity) of their population. To end, we outline our experience in applying the methodological principles (Double-Articulation and Modularization) and the tool (DogmaModeler) that we used in developing the CContology.
Introduction and Motivation

Current Situation
The use of the Internet for cross-border business is growing rapidly. However, in many cases, the benefits of electronic commerce is not exploited fully by customers because of the frequent lack of trust and confidence in online cross-border purchases. To achieve fair trading and transparency in commercial communications and transactions, effective cross-border complaint platforms need to be established and involved in e-business activities [CIHF02] [CW87] [ABA02] .
The CCFORM project aims to study and reach a consensus about the foundation of online customer complaint mechanisms by developing a standard but extensible form (called CC-form 1 ) which has widespread industry and customer support. This CC-form must facilitate cross-language communication to support cross-border e-commerce and should be easy to implement in software tools. The CC-form will raise the basic standard of complaints management, and should be extended in vertical markets (e.g. hotels, banks, factories, or even governments ) to provide sector-wide solutions to allow service providers to gain competitive advantages (See Fig. 1 ).
Problem Statement
There are several challenges involved in establishing and standardizing such a CC-form: (1) Legal bases: the sensitivity of cross-border business regulations and privacy issues. (2) The diversity of language and culture: controlling and standardizing the semantics of the complaint terminology so that the intended meaning of the term gets across, even in the different languages. (3) Consumer sensitivity and business perspectives. (4) Extensibility: the flexibility of extending the CC-form (perhaps dynamically) according to market needs and standards. This would mean for example, extending the kinds of problems that a complainant can complain about, extending the kinds of complaint resolutions, managing who may extend what, etc. 
Proposed Solution
In order to tackle such challenges and to perfect the reference model for a CC-form, the major work in the CCFORM project has been divided into six interest groups, each consisting of 10-15 highly specialized members. Each group has been intensively discussing different issues: SIG1-Legal Affairs, SIG2-Consumer Affairs, SIG4 -Standards for SMEs, SIG5 -Alternative Dispute Resolution Systems, SIG6 -Ontology and Extensibility, SIG7 -Vertical markets.
The work presented in this chapter outlines our main achievements in the "Ontology and extensibility" group, including multilingual and cultural issues [JVM03] . The mission of this group, SIG6, is to undertake extensibility and multilingual demands. To approach this, a customer complaint ontology (CContology) has been developed and lexicalized in 11 European languages. This CContology is developed and reviewed by the six interest groups, and is seen as a conceptual framework that is necessary to develop such a CC-form.
In the following section, we present the CContology itself and the methodology we applied to engineer it. In section 3, we provide some lessons learnt and a discussion about our applied engineering solutions. Section 4 presents a multilingual lexicalization methodology. To end, section 6 presents our conclusions and directions for future work.
Customer Complaint ontology
In this section we introduce the customer complaint ontology (CContology) that is intends to capture the main concepts in the "customer complaint management" domain. Its core covers a semantic description of complaints that could be issued by any legal person against any other legal person (NGO, company, natural person, etc.). The CContology comprises classifications of complaint problems, complaint resolutions, complainant, complaint-recipient, "best-practices", rules of complaint, etc.
The main intended impact of the CCFORM project is the future initiation of a European online complaint platform that will provide a trusted portal between consumers and business entities. In this respect, the ontology is intended to become the basis for a future core ontology in the domain of customer complaint management (for both humans and machines). Applying the CContology in such an European online complaint platform will facilitate further refinements of the CContology.
The main uses of such an ontology are 1) to enable consistent implementation (and interoperation) of all software complaint management mechanisms based on a shared background vocabulary, which can be used by many stakeholders. 2) to play the role of a domain ontology that encompasses the core complaining elements and that can be extended by either individuals or groups of firms; and 3) to generate CC-forms based on its ontological commitments and to enforce the validity (and/or integrity) of their population.
Although this CContology has been developed and reviewed by six specialized groups, in its current state, it can only be considered a proposal. The CCFORM community is representative of a sizable crosssection of the domain but is not a standardization body. Nor is it in the position to insist on a de facto enforcement of this ontology as a generally agreed semantic specification. However, the approach presented in this paper is designed to initiate and drive such a process.
The Applied Engineering Methodology
The CContology is developed according to the two methodological principles that we developed in [J05] : 1) ontology double articulation, and 2) ontology modularization. See figure 2.
The ontology double articulation principle suggests, in nutshell, that: an ontology is doubly articulated into: domain axiomatization and application axiomatizations. While a domain axiomatization is mainly concerned with characterizing the "intended models" of a vocabulary at the domain level (typically shared and public), an application axiomatization (typically local) is mainly concerned with the usability of this vocabulary according to certain application/usability perspectives. An application axiomatization is intended to specify the legal models (a subset of the intended models) of the application(s)' interest.
To simplify the double articulation principle, in other words, one can imagine WordNet as a domain axiomatization, and an application axiomatization built in OWL (or RDF, ORM, UML, etc). The double articulation principle then suggests that all vocabulary in the OWL axiomatization should be linked with word-senses (i.e. concepts) in WordNet. In this way, we gain more consensus about application axiomatizations as it is rooted at the domain level; we improve the usability of application axiomatizations as they are specific, and the reusability of domain axiomatizations as the are generic; application axiomatizations that are built in the same way (i.e. commit to the same domain axiomatization) will be easier to integrate, and so forth. See [J05] , [JM07] , and [J06] for more details.
The modularization principle suggests that application axiomatizations be built in a modular manner. Axiomatizations should be developed as a set of small modules and later composed to form, and be used as, one modular axiomatization. A composition operator is defined for a full automatic composition of modules (see [J05] and [J05a] ). It combines all axioms introduced in the composed modules. As shall be discussed later, the idea of the modularization principle is that modules are easier build, maintain, use, and reuse. The CContology is built according to the above methodological principles. It consists of a domain axiomatization (the lexons, context, and the term glossary) and seven application axiomatization modules, (Complaint Problems, Complaint Resolutions, Complaint, Complainant, Complaint-Recipient, Address, and Contract). See figure 3. Applications (such as the CCform) uses the composition of these 7 modules. Notice that the CCform (as an application) is committing to the domain ontology through this composition (i.e. the 7 application axiomatizations). The advantages of this methodology will be discussed in later sections. In the following we present each component of the CContology. The full content of the CContology can be accessed from the CContology-webpage 2 . In the following we present some samples of this ontology. 
The Domain Axiomatization
This part of the CContology (i.e. the domain axiomatization) consists of three representation units: 1-the "customer complaint" context, 2-domain vocabularies and their glosses, and 3-the set of lexons. A lexon is a binary relationship between context-specific linguistic terms, or in other words, a lexical rendering of a binary conceptual relation.
The "Customer Complaint" Context
The notion of context is the first building block in our methodology for developing a domain axiomatization. It plays a scoping role, through which the interpretation of the intended meaning of the ontology terminology is bounded. We say a term within a context refers to a concept, or in other words, that context is an abstract identifier that refers to implicit (or maybe tacit) assumptions, in which the interpretation of a term is bounded to a concept. In practice, we define context by referring to a source (e.g. a set of documents, laws and regulations, informal description of "best practices", etc.), which, by human understanding, is assumed to "contain" those assumptions.
In the CContology, the "Content ID" is called the "Customer Complaint" context, or the CCcontext in short. The "Context Description" is defined in the following We have learned during the definition process of the above CCcontext that it is not an easy task, and it cannot be defined rigidly in the early phases of the development of the CContology. As none of our team was an ontology expert, we provided a draft definition and investigated by providing many different examples of application scenarios that this context should cover 3 . For example, we have questioned whether the context should cover applications such as customer-relationship-management, market analyses, sales force automation and so forth; whether it should cover all consumer regulations in any country or only in Europe; whether it should cover all commercial activity, in any place and at any time; which documents, laws and regulations should be our main references, etc. Such questions led not only to the CCcontext definition (which was achieved after several iterations), but also propelled the team to discuss deeply and even redefine the scope of the CCFORM goals.
Vocabularies and their Glosses
Within the "Customer Complaint" context, we define 220 terms. A sample of these terms and their glosses (Called the CCglossary) is provided in Table 2 . This CCglossary was developed (and reviewed) over several iterations. The first iteration was accomplished by a few (selected) experts before the lexon modeling process was started (lexons are the third component of the CContology). Further iterations have been carried out in parallel with the lexon modeling process. The final draft was reviewed and approved by several groups. It is probably worth noting that intensive discussions were carried out (by legal experts, market experts, application-oriented experts) for almost every gloss. We have found that the gloss modeling process is a great mechanism for brainstorming, domain analyses, domain understanding and for reaching (and documenting) consensus. Furthermore, it allowed non-ontology experts to participate actively in the ontology modeling process 4 .
As shall be discussed later, this CCglossary, which has been developed in English, has played the role of the key reference for lexicalizing the CContology into 11 other European languages. The translators have acknowledged that it guided their understanding of the intended meanings of the terms and allowed them to achieve better translation quality. Delivery problem A purchase phase problem related to dissatisfaction regarding the delivery of goods or services.
Evidence (WordNet) all the means by which any alleged matter of fact whose truth is investigated at judicial trial is established or disproved Guarantee Problem An after sales service problem related to a legal or contractual guarantee; particularly a problem related to a responsibility on the recipient consequent to the guarantees directive. Guarantee refused
Refusal to apply a legal or contractual guarantee.
Legal Person
An entity with legal recognition in accordance with law. It has the legal capacity to represent its own interests in its own name, before a court of law, to obtain rights or obligations for itself, to impose binding obligations, or to grant privileges to others, for example as a plaintiff or as a defendant. A legal person exists wherever the law recognizes (as a matter of policy). This includes the personality of any entity, regardless of whether it is naturally considered to be a person. 
Lexons
Stemming from the 220 terms within the "Customer Complaint" context, we have developed 300 lexons. A sample of these lexons can be found in γ is a context identifier.
T 1 and T 2 are linguistic terms from a language L. r and ' r are lexicalizations of the pair roles of a binary conceptual relationship R; the role ' r is the inverse of the role r . One can verbalize a lexon as (T 1 r T 2 ), and (T 2 ' r T 1 ). For example, the pair roles of a subsumption relationship could be: "Is a type of" and "Has type"; the pair roles of a parthood relationship could be: "is a part of" and "has part", and so forth. See Table 3 for examples. Table 3 shows a sample of lexons for the CContology 5 . Notice that "Customer Complaint" is defined in section 2.2.1, and that each term used in these lexons has a gloss as described in section 2.2.2. The first draft of the CC lexons has been developed based on presentations and discussions between the members of SIG 6 (Ontology and Extensibility). Most of these lexons represent taxonomies of complaint problems, complaint resolutions, complainant, complaint recipient, and addresses. One of the most important inputs, for the first draft, was the complaint categorization survey [VS03] that was performed by two of the group members. Further, refinements and investigations were performed during meetings and workshops that we organized in cooperation with other SIGs. Given a concept C as a set of rules (e.g. described by lexons and glosses) in our mind about a certain thing in reality, the set I of "all possible" instances that comply with these rules are called the intended models of the concept C. According to the ontology double articulation principle, such concepts are captured at the domain axiomatization level. An application A i that is interested in a subset I Ai of the set I (according to its usability perspectives), is supposed to provide some rules to specialize I. In other words, every instance in I Ai must also be an instance in I:
We call the subset I Ai : the legal models (or extensions) of the application's concept C Ai . Such application rules are captured at the application axiomatization level 6 .
The application axiomatization modules are intended to play the role of conceptual data schema(s) for CC-forms development.
Any CC-form, including its population, should be based on (i.e. commit to) the CContology through those modules. A CC-from can be constructed manually or generated automatically 7 ; nevertheless, the semantics of all elements in this CC-from (i.e. the data fields) is defined in the CContology.
As stated earlier in this chapter, the seven application axiomatization modules are: Complaint problems, Complaint resolutions, Contract, Complaint, Complainant, Complaint Recipient, and Address. Depending on an application's usability requirements, these modules can be used individually or composed to form a modular axiomatization(s). In the following, we provide a brief description of each module. 6 The differences between the legal models of these application-types illustrate their different usability perspectives:
(First) The intersection between the legal models of C A2 and the legal models C A3 shows that I A3 is a subset of I A2 . An example of this case could be the difference between notions of 'book' in an axiomatization of bookstores and libraries: all legal instances of the bookstores' notion are legal instances for the libraries, but not vice versa. For libraries, the instances of e.g. 'Manual' or 'Master Thesis' can be instances of a 'book'; however, they cannot be instances of 'book' for bookstores, unless they are published with an 'ISBN'. (Second) The difference between I A1 and I A3 shows an extreme case: two types of applications sharing the same concept C while their legal models are completely disjoint according to their usability perspectives. An example of this case could be the difference between notions of 'book' in an axiomatization of bookstores' and museums': Museums are interested in exhibiting and exchanging instances of old 'books', while bookstores are not interested in such 'books', unless for example, they are re-edited and published in a modern style. 
Complaint Problems
Fig . 5 shows the "Complaint Problems" axiomatization module. It represents a taxonomy of complaint problems. We distinguish between a 'Complaint' and a 'Problem'. A 'Complaint' describes one or more 'Problems'. While the concept 'Problem' is defined as "A source of difficulty or dissatisfaction", the concept 'Complaint' is defined as "An expression of grievance or resentment issued by a complainant against a compliant-recipient, describing a problem(s) that needs to be resolved".
Within the "customer complaint" domain, a 'Problem' can be a 'Privacy Problem', or either a 'Contract Problem' or a 'Non-contract Problem'. A 'Contract Problem' can be a 'Purchase Phase Problem', or either a 'Pre-purchase Phase Problem' or a 'Post-purchase Phase Problem'. It is mandatory for both 'Purchase Phase Problems' and 'Post-purchase Phase Problems' to be associated with a 'Contract' 9 . For any type of problem, 'Evidence' might be provided for investigation purposes.
Remark: In this "Complaint Problems" module, only four classification levels are presented, all of which are the popular categories in most CC-forms. Further classifications of complaint problems can be found at the ontology base level. 
Complaint resolutions
Contract
A 'Contract' is defined in the CCglossary as "a binding agreement, between two or more legal persons, that is enforceable by law". Under this definition, an invoice can also be a contract. Fig. 7 illustrates the "Contract" module, which specifies the information that should be provided for a contract associated with a 'Purchase Phase Problem' or 'Post-purchase Phase Problem'. Notice that, for a CC-form, we speak of a 'Contract' from the moment there is a 'Contract Order Date'.
subsumption. The between subtypes is called exclusive constraint, it means that the intersection of their population is empty. The dot on the line connecting Purchase Phase Problem and Contract represents a mandatory constraint. The arrow on a role represents a uniqueness constrain. Other ORM constraints will be explained later. 
Complaint
A 'Complaint' is defined in the CCglossary as "An expression of grievance or resentment issued by a complainant against a compliant-recipient, describing a problem(s) that needs to be resolved". The distinction between natural and non-natural person complainants is not only based on the variation of their complaint handling regulations, but also on the legal preference (in any CC-from) for not obligating the inquiry of private information about the 'Natural Person Complainant', such as his/her 'Name', 'Birth Date', 'Mailing Address', 'Religion' etc. Each 'Natural Person Complainant' must have 'Contact Details'. The mandatory contact details (as defined by the CCFORM community, but which cannot be generalized for all communities) are an 'eMail' and his/here 'Country' of residence. A 'Non-Natural Person Complainant' must be denoted by a certain 'Registration' 14 that identifies him in a CC-form. Fig. 11 illustrates the "Address" axiomatization module. The concept 'Contact Details', which is a channel of communication, is attributed by both 'Name' and 'Address'. An 'Address' 16 must be either an 'Electronic Address' or a 'Mailing Address'. An 'electronic Address' can be either a 'Web Site', 'Telephone', 'eMail', or 'Fax'. A 'Mailing Address' can have all the traditional information of postal addresses in the European Union.
Complainant
Complaint recipient
Address
Remark: The notion of 'Address' can be specified in many different ways 17 , especially since each country has its own postal information structure. Hence, this "Address" axiomatization module is considered an "unsteady" module, and should be replaced by a more sophisticated module -one that does, for example, consider the compatibility with online national, European, or international address servers 18 . Fig. 11 . The "Address" application axiomatization module, in ORM.
Discussion and Lessons Learned
This section provides a further discussion on the application of our methodological principles for the development and engineering of the CContology.
Extensibility is one of the main requirements (and one of the most challenging issues) for the development of any CC-form. As we have mentioned earlier, the main goal of the CCFORM is to reach consensus about the foundation of a trusted customer complaint portal. Once such a portal is implemented as a centralized CC-form between customers and companies, companies may wish to extend "their" CCform to inquire about more specific complaint details, e.g. delivery conditions, certain product attributes, or they might wish to offer the customer a particular resolution, etc 19 . Such extensions may be a necessity not only for individual companies but also in so called vertical markets applications (discussed by the "vertical market" group, SIG7). In the CCFORM project, the intention is to allow companies to extend the CC-form content themselves, within given (e.g. legal) constraints on those extensions. On the one hand, this will help to achieve a wider adoption of complaint mechanisms in e-commerce applications. On the other hand, this will create new challenges such as keeping the new extensions consistent with the existing CC-form and preventing the misuse of the CC-form. For example, a company might try to misuse the CC-form by inquiring private information that violates the privacy regulations, or it may introduce new terminology and rules that are semantically inconsistent with the existing content terminology and rules.
As a solution, we propose that the CC-form not be altered directly. Instead, extensions should be introduced first into the CContology, the base of CC-form (see figure 1) . Moreover, our modularization of the application axiomatization part of the CContology offers simplified methodologies for extending, maintaining, and managing the CC-form:
• Extensions will not be allowed on all axiomatization modules. For example, the "Complainant" and "Address" axiomatization modules may be "locked", so companies will be prevented from for example, asking privacy-rule-violating questions. Or perhaps, we can only allow extensions to be made into the "Complaint Problems" and "Complaint Resolutions" modules. In this way, we can achieve a "relatively" systematic management of the kinds of extensions allowed.
• Extensions can be made and treated as separate modules. If a company wishes to extend one of the seven core modules to inquire details about, for example, a certain kind of product, a new module can be constructed to capture these details. Both the core module(s) and the new module can be composed automatically. Notice that the specification of our composition operator (see section 4.4.2 in [J05] ) guarantees that the constraints and the complaining details introduced in a core module will never be dismissed or weakened. In other words, the constraints and complaint details in the resultant composition will always imply the constraints and the complaint details in the core module 20 .
• Efficient maintenance and management. A CC-form platform may need to manage a large number of extensions that target many different complaining issues. Releasing and treating these extensions as separate modules will make managing, maintaining, and indexing them more scalable.
• The development of the modules can be distributed among ontology experts, domain experts and application-oriented experts. In the case of a vertical market application where one wishes to develop a set of extensions (i.e. modules), the development and the review processes can be distributed according to the expertise of the developers and the subject of the modules.
• In the development of the seven core modules we have distributed the development and review between several specialized groups in accordance with their expertise. Bistra Vassilev acted as domain expert for the development of the complaint problem and resolutions modules, even though she was based several thousand kilometers away. Members from SIG1 (legal affairs) have contributed to the development and review of the "Complaint", "Complainant", "Complaint Recipient", "Address" and "Contract" modules. Members from SIG2 (consumer affairs) have similarly contributed to the development and review of the "Complaint", "Complainant", "Complaint Problem" and "Complaint Resolution" modules, etc.
• Reusability of domain axiomatizations. Notice that our methodology requires domain knowledge (lexons and glosses) to be developed first, then this knowledge can be used at the application level. In this way we improve the reusability of the domain knowledge because application developers will be forced to investigate and use what is already existing at the domain level.
• Reusability of the Module. Modularizing the application axiomatization of the CContology indeed simplifies the reusability of this axiomatization. One may wish to reuse some of these axiomatization modules in application scenarios other than the CC-form. For example, the 'Address' module can easily be reused for tasks in other domains such as Mailing, Marketing and Sales Force Automation. The `Complaint Problems' module is in the domains of market analysis, qualitative statistics, etc.
Multilingual lexicalization of an ontology is our aim in this section. It is an ontology lexicalized in a certain language (we call this the "native language") and a list of one-to-one translations of the ontology terms into other languages. This list is not seen as part of the ontology itself; rather, it belongs at the application level or to a group of users.
Our approach to the multilingual lexicalization of ontologies is motivated by Avicenna's argument 22 on the strong relationship/dependency between concepts and linguistic terms, and by the belief [G98a] that an ontology is language-dependent. Indeed, conceptual equivalence 23 between terms in different languages is very difficult to find at the domain level. Hence, from an engineering viewpoint, multilingual lexicalization (i.e. one-to-one translation) of ontology terms should not be preserved or generalized at the domain level. Instead, such translations can be fairly established at the application level for a certain application (e.g. CC-form) or group of users.
The main goal of providing the multilingual lexicalization of an ontology is to maximize the usability of this ontology for several cross-language applications. We believe that this is of ever increasing importance in today's global, networked economy. In the following paragraphs, we describe our approach to the multilingual lexicalization of ontologies using the CContology as an illustrative example.
Our approach requires an ontology to be built and lexicalized completely in one language, namely, the ontology's native language. In the case of the CContology, English is chosen as the native language that then acts as the reference for translating ontology terms into other languages. Given the CCglossary (all the terms in the CContology and their glosses), and given the CC-form as a certain application scenario 24 , the CContology has been lexicalized into 11 European languages 25 . In fig. 12 , we provide a sample of these translations, illustrating one-to-one translation between terms in English, Dutch, and French languages. A CC-form can easily switch between different natural languages by substituting the terms and using the corresponding terms in such a translation list [JLVM03] .
It is important to note that the CCglossary has played a critical role during the translation process of the CContology. The CCglossary has been used as the principal reference, by the translators 26 , for understanding the intended meaning of the terms, and thus achieving better quality translations. While it is a scalable, pragmatic, easy to use, and systemized approach, one-to-one translations are not as simple as they appear -they do sometimes yield imperfect translations. The translator needs to perform further searches in order to acquire more elegant translations. In the following, we present some issues and guidelines for greater convenience and accuracy in the multilingual lexicalization of ontologies:
• Cultural issues. There is a great interdependency between the language and culture (social activities, religion, region, weather, interests, etc.) of a people. Thus, within a community of people speaking the same language, we can find different usage of terms, even within the same context and situation. For example, within the "Customer Complaint" and CC-form application scenario, when translating the term "Complaint" into Arabic, there are two possible terms: 23 Conceptual equivalence between terms in two different languages, means that the two terms refer exactly to the same concept. This must be the case in all possible applications and/or situations where the terms appear. 24 Notice that changing this application scenario may yield different translations. 25 These translations are not provided in this chapter as the distribution of the knowledge is restricted, and its intellectual property is owned by the CCFORM project.
"Mathaalem" and "Shakaoa". In Palestine, the most commonly used term is "Shakaoa", while in Saudi Arabia, people prefer the term "Mathaalem". Seemingly, the ideal solution for such a problem is to provide a set of rules for the usage of each term, considering all cultural issues (see [C98] ). However, this does not yield a scalable approach for our purposes. Thus, we advise that if such cultural variations are important for a certain application scenario, it is better to treat each variation as a distinct language e.g. English-UK, English-USA, Dutch-Belgium, DutchNetherlands, Old-Arabic, Modern-Arabic.
• Word to word translation is not our goal. Usually, the purpose of building an ontology is to formally represent an agreed conceptualization of a certain domain, and share it among a community of users. Thus, lexicalizing the concepts in an ontology into multiple languages is a way of maximizing the usability of this ontology. It does not result in a multilingual lexicon. In lexicons or dictionaries, the purpose is to list only the common words (e.g. based on the corpus of a language) with a description and some lexical information. In ontologies, it is normal to find a concept lexicalized by an expression. For example, "Total Amount Paid", "Trying to obtain data improperly", etc. Such concepts cannot, in general, be lexicalized into one word -at least not in English.
To conclude, with the methodology we have presented in this chapter, we aim to maximize the usability of an ontology over several cross-language applications. We believe this methodology would be useful and easily applicable in information systems that comprise forms, database schemes, XML and RDF tags, etc. However, this methodology might not be suitable for ontology-based information retrieval and natural language processing applications. For such application scenarios, multilingual ontologies might be more suitable. See [GGV97] [ BCFF04].
Conclusions and Future Directions
In this chapter we have presented our experiences and main achievements in the CCFORM project. We have presented an ontology for customer complaint management, with the aim of improving the effectiveness and transparency in e-business transactions.
Using ontologies as a foundation for cross-border online complaint management platforms can indeed improve the effectiveness, scope and extensibility of such platforms. While offering individual companies, organizations or associations the possibility of advanced customization (by including ontology extension capabilities) semantic consistency is maintained through the complaint management terminology. Furthermore, by restricting extensions to certain parts of the ontology, some legal constraints such as privacy regulations may be enforced systematically.
The proposed methodology for the multilingual lexicalization of ontologies is a pragmatic one. It offers a scalable way of offering multilingual services -a necessity for cross-border complaint management within the EU. An important goal in our future research is to develop a formal approach for developing multilingual ontologies which would for example, allow computers to interpret and disambiguate terms in different languages.
Remark: The ontology presented in this chapter has been implemented and applied in the CC-form demo portal 27 . Furthermore, the results of the project are being disseminated by FEDMA (the Federation of European Direct and Interactive Marketing) into its consortium. However, we are not aware of any realization of this portal yet.
